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1.1 Introduction

As is well known, grammaticalization is, according to Meillet (1912), the term for those linguistic changes that have as input lexemes (or lexical forms) which become more or less grammatical formatives. Following his seminal idea, two “clines” of grammaticalization have been singled out (cf. Hopper & Traugott 1993: 7):

- the cline of grammaticality, concerning “syntactic” phenomena of grammaticalization, such as cliticization, affix-formation, etc.;
- the cline of lexicality, concerning more specifically the evolution of free lexical forms into word formation affixes (through a compounding stage).

Meillet and his followers, however, have used in my opinion the term grammaticalization both over-generously and injudiciously. As has been pointed out by others (cf. Hopper 1994), grammaticalization, in its broader meaning, has to do with the whole range of phenomena that give rise to grammatical formatives, not merely with those originating from lexical forms. This assumption that grammaticalization originates mostly from lexical forms is probably revealing of the working attitude of those scholars who have devel-
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oped Meillet’s original idea by considering grammar and grammatical change as more related to syntax and discourse than to other components of the language. To reverse this custom, I will consider here the case of the “phonological” way to grammaticalization (also called grammaticalization “from below”, cf. Greenberg 1991: 303), i.e. the case of originally phonological rules that get involved with more or less advanced processes of grammaticalization, to use the term closest to grammaticalization.1

1.2 Grammaticalization and morphologization

It is noteworthy, in this perspective, to take into consideration two different definitions of morphologization, revealing the different points of view of the respective authors. The first definition is borrowed from the recent handbook of Hopper & Traugott (1993: 130), in which morphologization is the “compacting — the fusing of erstwhile independent elements with each other, most especially the development of clitics into inflections”. In other words, “morphologization is that part of grammaticalization that primarily involves the second and third step of the cline [of lexicality]: lexical item > clitic > affix (p. 132)”. That other uses of the term morphologization are not ignored by the authors is shown by the note they add (p. 224), in which they specify that “the form ‘morphologization’ is sometimes also used for the development of phonological alternations that occur as the result of phonological changes in specific morphological contexts, in other words, of morphophonemic alternations, as found in the English past tense form -ed ([t - d - ed])”. Actually, the example they provide shows a partial misunderstanding of the kind of linguistic change that goes under the name of morphologization. The sound alternation involved in the English past tense form is correctly an instance of morphophonology, namely of a morphophonologically conditioned phonological alternation (cf., among others, Dressler 1985). As an instance of morpho(phonemic) alternation, the quoted example appears however to be quite different from the morphologization of phonological rules. In fact, the crucial point is that it is not anchored in synchronic morphological alternation (cf. Klausenburger 1979). The purpose of the rule remains, in a sense, phonologically oriented (in the quoted example: sonority assimilation to the preceding phoneme), whereas in case of true morphologizations the purpose becomes of a morphological kind, i.e. to convey a specific semantic/gram-
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metrical function. In this sense, a correct and strict definition of morphologization is that provided by Wurzel (1980: 444):

“morphologizing, as we understand it, holds whenever a rule, which so far has held for an operation of permutation, insertion or deletion in a phonological context P, changes in a way that it holds for the same operation (not necessarily only this one) or its inversion in a context of grammatical categories C. A rule, whose original (more or less preserved) function it was to adapt a set of phonetic sequences to human speech organs, takes over the basically new function of formally marking grammatical categories in words. Thus the complete or partial phonetic motivation of the rule is substituted by a semiotic motivation”.

This long quotation will serve as a background for the presentation of data which follows. To briefly summarize the discussion, it seems useful to me not to restrict the term grammaticalization to the more specific uses mentioned above. Otherwise, we would be faced with quite a paradoxical (and misleading) terminology, in which a more general term, i.e. grammaticalization, is assumed to designate a rather specific set of phenomena, whereas the more specific term morphologization turns out to be so wide as to cover, besides instances of grammaticalization, other kinds of changes that somehow “enrich” the grammar of a language.

2.1 The path of grammaticality

In the article quoted, Wurzel showed a range of phenomena that go under the name of morphologizations. They all involve the more general assimilative rule of Umlaut. In this respect, one can observe that morphologizations generally find their starting point in morphophonologies, i.e. in the introduction of grammatical features into the context of a phonological rule (see the above example of the English past tense form). However, one can speak of morphologization, when the last remainder of the sequential phonological environment is deleted from the context of the rule, that, in this way, “becomes free for categorial marking independently of phonological context conditions” (Wurzel 1980: 445).

Let us give a look now at the following example of morphologization Wurzel provides. In Old High German (=OHG) there are the following noun paradigms respectively for masculine i-stems and n-stems:
The sound alternation *a* in the nominal root is caused by the *Um³laut* rule, which functions at this stage phonologically:

\[
(Ur)a \quad V \rightarrow [+\text{front}] / - C_1 \quad \begin{bmatrix}
- \text{consonant} \\
- \text{back} \\
+ \text{high}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

After a rather unclear stage where unlauted forms begin to be ruled out morphologically,² we find the following situation in Middle High German (=MHG):

\[
(Ur)b \quad V \rightarrow [+\text{front}] / - \quad \begin{bmatrix}
+ \text{Inflect} \\
+ \text{Masculine} \\
+ \text{Plural}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Clearly, for the reanalysis of the (Ur)a to take place, it was necessary for some other changes to happen, and particularly the weakening of vowels in unstressed final syllables. This phonological change was the crucial factor that favoured the process of reanalysis: it creates what is a kind of affix, or at least a "discontinuous morpheme" (cf. Salmons 1994: 215). This kind of grammaticalization of an early phonological rule into an inflectional rule can be understood as belonging to the path of grammaticalization, a kind of reverse path to that starting with lexical forms:

- phonological rule > (morphophonological alternation) > affix

Notice that this path presupposes an intermediate step, in which the alternation is morphologically governed. This corresponds also to the observation of Wurzel (1980) that morphologizations (of phonological rules) begin as morphologizations. Generally, the proper morphologization takes place as a consequence of the complete "decay of phonological alternations based on which the alternation had functioned so far" (cf. Wurzel 1980: 457).

2.2 The cline of lexicality

A cline of lexicality, symmetrical to the path of grammaticalization described above, can be assumed. Here, an originally phonological rule gets grammaticalized as a word formation device. The latter case points to the grammaticalization of early phonological rules as derivational affixes, which are able to create new lexical words.³

An example of a new derivational affix produced by grammaticalization to be found in literature is the so-called Cheshirization, where the original morpheme disappears leaving only a phonological alternation as its trace, like Lewis Carroll’s Cheshire Cat, who disappeared leaving only its smile. For example, in Lahu, a Lolo-Burmese language of Northern Thailand, an original causative prefix, probably *s*, underlies alternations between voiced and voiceless initials in such pairs as:

\[
(3) \quad a. \quad [\text{db}] \text{ ‘drink’} : [\text{to}] \text{ ‘give to drink’} \\
b. \quad [\text{dɛ}] \text{ ‘come to rest’} : [\text{te}] \text{ ‘put down’}^{4}
\]

A similar alternation also existed in Germanic, due to the presence of the causative suffix *-jan*, which served to make causative verbs from verbal roots (cf. Meillet 1930: 155):

\[
(4) \quad \text{got. } [\text{driŋk} ] \text{ ‘drink’} : [\text{drok} ] \text{ ‘give to drink’}
\]

The vocalism of the derived verbal root is *a* (< PIE *a*), and the suffix is stress-bearing, which gives rise, in the course of further developments, to other sound alternations (see below *beifen-beizen*), that are however irrelevant for the present purposes.

In OHG, the suffix *-jan* triggered the rule of *Um³laut*, giving rise to the following alternations, that still survive in New High German (= NHG, cf. Paul 1920: 125):
(5) trinken ‘to drink’ : tränken ‘to water’
beizen ‘to bit’ : beizen ‘to annoy’
wälzen ‘to laminate’ : wälzen ‘to roll’

What is relevant to our purposes is the observation of Wilmanns (1930: 62) that “erscheint der Umlaut als ein Mittel der Ableitung und dringt so selbst in solche Verba ein, die ursprünglich der 2. oder 3. Conjugation folgten”. This verb class fluctuation is quite widespread in OHG and it goes further in MHG, tied in with a semantic differentiation of the verbal “Aktionsart” (cf. Krämer 1971: 66):

(6) sprangôn ‘spring’ : sprengen ‘make to spring’
lwarbôn ‘transform’ : hwerben ‘turn’
zartôn ‘flutter’ : zerten ‘stroke’
krachôn ‘creak’ : krecken ‘shake’
gâ-langôn ‘reach’ : lengen ‘lengthen’
lazzôn ‘slow down’ : lezzen ‘hold back’

By “Aktionsart” proper, Krämer means a semantic differentiation in which the verb derived by means of the original -jan suffix has a causative-factive meaning. As shown in the reported examples, no traces of the phonetic context motivating Umlaut are present in these verbs. Rather, the weakening of the final unstressed vowels has levelled out the deverbal -jan suffix. As a consequence of reanalysis, the occurrence of Umlaut has been reinterpreted as responsible for the process of derivation. In fact, after Umlaut lost its phonetic motivation by the weakening of unstressed syllables, a number of verbs with factitive-causative meaning that originally did not show -jan suffix take Umlaut in MHG period:

(7) OHG corânon, MHG krönen/kränen, NHG krönen ‘to crown’
OHG offânôn, MHG offen, NHG öffnen ‘to open’
OHG rötôn, MHG röten, NHG röten ‘to redder’

My proposal is that beside morphologization of Umlaut as a kind of affix within inflectional morphology, morphologization as a derivational device has also taken place (cf. Robinson 1975). The originally phonological rule illustrated above has been reanalyzed and reinterpreted as a morphological rule of derivation:
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(8) lähmen ‘to be lame’ : lâhmen ‘to paralyze’
blauen ‘to be blue’ : blüen ‘to dye blue’
dampfen ‘to steam’ : dampfen ‘to steam (cook.)’
tafeln ‘to have dinner’ : tafeln ‘to cover with panels’

3.1 Grammaticalization vs. analogy: The case of Rückumlaut

The effects of a reanalysis in which the rule is associated with certain grammatical features are crucial in distinguishing this phenomenon of grammaticalization from the contemporary (and apparently similar) case of Rückumlaut (cf. Vennemann 1986, Ronneberger-Sibold 1990). The latter is an instance of rule inversion, in which a generalization of the inverse rule has taken place on the basis of the occurrence of the sound alternation in a secondary semantic category (cf. Vennemann 1974: 159). In the OHG period, as a consequence of the loss of phonetic motivation for the Umlaut rule, the following verbal paradigms emerged:

(9) brennen brannte gebrannt ‘to burn’
senden sandte gesandt ‘to send’

This alternation concerned verbs of the -jan class (*brannjan, *sandjan), which displayed, at least historically, particular phonological properties. Here, a rule of Syncope deleted the -j- in a light syllable between a primary-stressed heavy syllable and a secondary-stressed one, but the same has not happened to the glide of the infinitive (cf. *brannjan vs. *branda, see Vennemann 1986 for details). The rule of Umlaut must be ordered after the Syncope rule in order to provide the correct form. Interestingly, Rückumlaut has been extended analogically in the MHG period to some other verbs:

(10) *andi-ô-n *andi-ô-ta ‘to end’

OHG endôn endôta
MHG enden endete
ante
In the form ante, the same alternation occurs as in senden - sandte. Vennemann speaks in this instance of rule inversion. Where originally the phonological rule of Umlaut caused sound alternations within the verbal paradigm, a restructuring that has inverted the interpretation of the surface forms has taken place. The real change is assumed to occur in the preterital form — a secondary semantic category with respect to the present tense — that now alternates with the present on the basis of the well-attested model senden - sandte.

However, the comparison of the latter case with the instances of grammaticalization that we presented above (even though determined by the same Umlaut rule) will show the significant difference existing between them. In the former case, we observed an example of grammaticalization, in which the extension of the umlauted forms was closely connected with the birth of a new derivational rule within the grammar of MHG. In the latter, it is a surface analogy that triggers the reinterpretation of the sound alternation, not giving rise to a new rule within the grammar. In fact, no new combinations of grammatical features take place to characterize grammatically this particular (and in MHG opaque) inflectional paradigm. It is my opinion that grammaticalization can be quite useful to distinguish accurately between the two types of phenomena. Note that Vennemann also, in his early paper on rule inversion, concludes that “the domain of rule inversion within this class [i.e. among allophonic, phonemic, morphophonemic and morphological rules, LG] is the phonemic and morphophonemic rules.” (1972: 236). In this way, he restricts the domain of rule inversion to those cases where no grammaticalization is observable, since the phonetic motivation of the rule is not replaced by a semiotic motivation (cf. Wurzel’s quotation above). Only in those cases where no reanalysis with consequent grammaticalization takes place can we really speak of analogy in its original sense of a restructuring of grammar aimed at “repairing” it, as in Paul’s first formulation. In Hopper & Traugott’s (1993: 56) words, “analogy refers to the attraction of extant forms to already existing constructions ... It is overt”, whereas “reanalysis refers to the development of new out of old structures ... It is covert.” It must be specified, however, that reanalysis has to give rise to new grammaticalized structures, i.e. new combination of features. In the case of Rückumlaut such a new combination does not take place, and it is in fact impossible to state a morphological rule that could show which verbs must undergo it, in so far as they are provided with particular properties and fulfill a specific grammatical target. Rather, it can be suggested which verbs can undergo Rückumlaut on account of their closeness (primarily in their phonetic substance) to the analogical model. Therefore it is in this sense that Vennemann (1986) gives wide documentation of these analogical extensions, without providing, however, a full formulation of this supposed grammatical rule.

### 3.2 Syntactic grammaticalization

Up to now we have been examining cases of grammaticalization of phonological rules restricted to the word. One can speculate further about other instances of morphologization of earlier phonological rules that have wider field of application than the word. It is interesting to look for other cases of reanalysis in which originally phonological rules become grammaticalized in syntactic fields like the noun phrase or the sentence. In this perspective, a good example of affix creation can be taken from Bulgarian. In Old Church Slavonic there was a dissimilation rule that changed the phonetic value of the so-called jers (cf. Jethev 1994 and Lunt 1974) in the context of the phonological word:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[hi]} & \rightarrow \text{[ei]} i - C, h, u, \phi \\
\text{[hi]} & \rightarrow \text{[oi]} i - C \text{ morpheme}
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \phi \) stands for phonological word

Thereafter, in Bulgarian a deletion rule cancelled those jers that did not undergo the dissimilation rule in (11). However, whereas in other lexical morphemes both outcomes are kept distinct, giving rise to two different phenomes (as shown in (12)),

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{a. } & \text{h}/i > /\text{hi}, \text{ cf. [laktj]} < \ast[lakutj] \quad \text{‘elbow'} \\
\text{b. } & \text{h}/i > /\text{ei}, \text{ cf. [den]} < \ast[den] \quad \text{‘day'}
\end{align*}
\]

in the case of the masculine definite article a conflation takes place:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{a. } & \ast[foveko-to] > \ast[foveko-to] \rightarrow [fo'vekvi] \quad \text{‘the man'} \\
\text{b. } & \ast[ogolj-t] > \ast[ogole-t] \rightarrow ['ogovn, 'ogovn] \text{‘the fire'}
\end{align*}
\]

In (13b) -/j/ is identified as the new form of the masculine definite article (< */j/), in paradigmatic relation to [je'na-ta] ‘the woman’ and [po'le-t] ‘the
field (nt.), and therefore extended also to those cases like the reported [ˈôkəν], where we would expect phonetically *[ˈoɡəνe]. Thence, we can assume in diachrony that (11) was redetermined by inserting morphological features in its context so as to give rise to a new semiotic motivation of the original phonological alternation:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{\textit{\^s}s\textendash s} & \rightarrow \text{\textit{\^s}s} \\
\{+ \text{det.}\} & \quad \{+ \text{def.}\} \\
\{+ \text{masc.}\} & 
\end{align*}
\]

(14) 

Once redetermination took place, the new affix was extended to the cases in (13b). (14) dropped subsequently out since it did not give rise to synchronic morphological alternations.

A similar point can also be made in relation to the Umlaut rule illustrated above. Some scholars (cf. Behaghel 1928: 292) have assumed that the unlaute forms found in the plural present indicative of the so-called "Präteritoo-Präsentien" in OHG (and still in NHG) are due to the co-occurrence with the clitic pronominal forms containing a palatal vowel triggering Umlaut. In some cases, in fact, Umlaut is triggered in OHG, and still in the MHG period, by clitic particles across the word boundaries (cf. Behaghel 1928: 292):

\[\text{sem mir} < \text{sam mir} \quad \text{drunk-ich} < \text{drunk-ich}\]

These phenomena show that Umlaut had, in particular conditions, a larger context than one used to assume, namely the phonological word (cf. Priebsch & Collinson 1962: 137). However, the question has been scarcely debated in the literature and even recent reviews of the entire question rarely mention it (cf. Voyles 1991). In Behaghel's opinion, it has been the co-occurrence of the clitic pronominal particles that has caused the presence of Umlaut in the plural present indicative of the "Präteritoo-Präsentien": MHG wir dürfen, ginnen, künnen, mügen (megen), mieder, sülen. These forms can be paralleled with the following forms taken from High German dialects:

\[\begin{align*}
\text{Alem.} & \quad \text{chömm} < \text{cho + mer} \quad \text{we} \quad \text{go} \quad \text{stay} \\
& \quad \text{gömm} \quad \text{we} \quad \text{go} \\
& \quad \text{stömmu} \quad \text{we} \quad \text{stay} \\
\text{Bav.} & \quad \text{gengem} \quad \text{we} \quad \text{go} \\
& \quad \text{stengem} \quad \text{we} \quad \text{stay}
\end{align*}\]

According to Behaghel's subsequent explanation, the unlaute forms, originally the result of phonological Umlaut, have been morphologized only in the plural present indicative (whence they passed to the infinitive) of this verbal class. This explanation has met with several objections (cf. Fiedler 1928, Suhr 1962/64). First, there are only a few cases where syntactic Umlaut is reported in the manuscripts. This is of course true, but it does not necessarily speak against Behaghel's theory. It is clear that an allophonic variation like Umlaut is reflected only sporadically in writing (at least until it becomes phonologized or grammatization). Probably, those cases where unlaute forms occurred in contexts wider than those of a single word were even more sporadically reflected. Only at a later stage, when these unlaute forms had slowly been grammatization as signals of this specific conjugational class, do we find a regular notation of the unlaute vowels. On the contrary, since Umlaut lost phonetic motivation in the course of the OHG period, those cases where unlaute vowels emerged such as the examples in (15) disappeared completely.

Second, this explanation avoids the difficulties shown by the other theory, the Rückumlaut theory (cf. Fiedler 1928). According to Fiedler's explanation, the alternation of unlaute forms in the present and non-unlaute forms in the past is due to the action of an analogical extension of the Rückumlaut upon this verbal class.

\[\text{(17) legen} \rightarrow \text{lahte : megen} \leftarrow \text{mahte}\]

However, the theory is in my opinion unconvincing because the analogical reinterpretation must take place here inversely with respect to its normal behaviour. As we have seen above, the (semantically) secondary forms of the past are usually remade on the basis of the inverted rule. If we agree with Fiedler's explanation, we must assume that the analogical conditioning has operated in the opposite way as it normally did ad hoc for this verbal class.

In any case, I am convinced that the whole question needs a complete revision and a separate contribution. My intention has merely been to suggest how different examples of morphologization can be found within the same original phonological rule. To quote just another case of a grammaticalized phonological rule that may be compared with what has been said in this paragraph, it may be useful to consider the case of some dialects of central-northern Calabria (cf. Loporcaro 1995), where specific verbal forms (i.e. the 3rd plural person of the present) trigger the lengthening of the initial consonant of the
following word in external sandhi (well known as “Raddoppiamento Fonosintattico”):

(18) [fe[ˈbɪru ˈpːːku] ‘they can’t see well’
[ˈtʃɪku ˈzːempre] ‘they always come late’

This lengthening represents the survival, on the segmental level, of an earlier assimilation rule which in its turn assimilated an original Latin dental ending consonant to the following one. In this case, the whole suffix -(u)nt is assimilated:

(19) [ˈbɪru ˈpːːku] < *vidunt pocu

That this assimilation rule is now only morphologically governed is shown by the following example, where the lengthening is the only feature that keeps the two inflectional forms distinct:

(20) [ˈruɔrmu ˈpːːru] vs. [ˈruɔrmu ˈpːru]
‘they also sleep’ ‘I also sleep’

Notice that the phonological rule is fully grammaticalized inasmuch as no relevant features are superficially available to trigger the rule of lengthening; only reference to the morphosyntactic information can lead to the correct application of the rule:

(21) C → C: /

In this sense, semiotic remotivation (in Wurzel’s terms) of the originally phonetic rule has taken place. Sometimes, among the world languages, we find cases of grammaticalization of phonological rules that give rise to alternations expressing syntactic relations. In this perspective, a very interesting example comes from the Celtic languages, that show a wide range of phenomena of external sandhi rules well known as Initial Consonant Mutations (cf. Awbery 1986, Willis 1986). In Welsh, for instance, there are several cases of mutations concerning word-initial consonants. A case particularly relevant for my purposes is the lenition of initial consonants when preceded by a specific set of words. Diachronically the lenition is triggered by a preceding vowel, later disappeared (cf. Lewis & Pedersen 1937: 127). Simi-

larly to other instances of mutations such as spirantization, nasalization, etc., lenition takes place in several contexts either triggered by an immediately preceding word (so-called “projected mutations”) or without an apparent trigger (“incorporated mutations”, cf. Willis 1986: 16). The latter cases are probably to be interpreted as cases of grammaticalization in the syntactic domain, since the mutation occurs in words that surface as direct objects, independently both of the preceding word and of the position of the verb:9

(22) a. clywodd Sion gi (< ci)
heard Sion dog
‘Sion heard a dog’

b. clywodd gi (< ci)
‘S/he heard a dog’

c. clywodd ci
‘A dog heard’

Notice that lenition is crucial in distinguishing (22b) from (22c) in which ci surfaces as the subject.10 Lenition, however, can be found in other contexts, occurring both word internally and within syntactic phrases. These cases can often be explained as instances of grammaticalizations. For example, feminine nouns are lenited after the singular feminine article, so as to distinguish the following pair:

(23) y gog (< cog) vs. y cog
the (fem.) cuckoo the (masc.) cook

As can be seen from this rather sketchy representation, the question of the Celtic mutations is extremely intricate. In my opinion, the notion of grammaticalization can shed some light on the matter, avoiding for example the proliferation of terms for apparently similar changes that we often find in literature.11 I think however that the main contribution Celtic mutations bring forth into this discussion concerns the use of the early phonological rule of lenition as a mark of purely syntactic relations (cf. 22b above); in this perspective lenition has been grammaticalized as a kind of case marker. The last example shows how far the process of grammaticalization of phonological rules can move: (the alternation produced by) a phonological rule can be redetermined to express purely syntactic relations.12 However, much further research must be done in this field, that is, grammaticalization of phonological rules in the syntactic domain, before we can consider any further generalizations possible.
4.0 Conclusion

The phonological path to grammaticalization has been shown to represent the symmetrical and reverse path with respect to both clines singled out in traditional studies on grammaticalization. Moreover, it turns out that this notion can be useful in distinguishing between morphologizations involving reanalysis of early phonological rules and cases of surface analogy, where the restructuring does not involve grammaticalization in the strict sense. Other "broader" interpretations of analogy, like those recently provided by Becker (1990), are in my opinion to be avoided, although interesting, because of the terminological confusion they lead to. Arguing, as he does, that the formula of analogy and the classical (generative) morphological rule are in principle the same, Becker fails to take into consideration the main difference between a rule and an analogical process (cf. Bauer 1993). This difference is properly that a rule presupposes the presence of a process of grammaticalization that could "license" it, whereas analogy, in its strict sense, only concerns surface relations among already grammaticalized entities.

NOTES

1. Cf. Joseph & Janda (1988: 196): "The diachronic phenomenon of morphologization is exemplified by the movement of syntactic phenomena into morphology as well as by the movement of phonological phenomena into that domain".

2. Cf. Salmons (1994) for criticisms that however do not concern the global interpretation of German Umlaut as a case of morphologization of a phonological alternation. Unfortunately, generative phonology does not seem to share the same interpretation of umlauting, since it still provides a phonology-driven description of the above alternations, even though moderated by a two-level lexicalist framework (cf. Wiese 1996).


4. Cf. Hopper & Traugott (1993: 148), Matisoff (1991). Hopper & Traugott (1993: 149) observe, moreover, that "there is a tonal change, generally from a lower to a mid or high tone, which is phonetically (albeit indirectly) linked to the voicing change. Where the initial consonant is one that does not show a distinction in voicing, such as the nasal [n] or the affricate [c] in the next example, the tonal difference is the only remaining trace of the former prefix:

(19) a. mə 'se' : mə 'show'
   b. cə 'cat' : cə 'feed'.


6. Cf. Kiparsky (1992: 56): "Analogy is sometimes postulated as a supplementary mechanism of derivative generation accounting for the use of utterances that are not directly generatable by the grammar". A completely different question, for which an adequate answer has not yet been found, is why and where, i.e. on the basis of which model, analogy takes place. Cf. the discussion ibidem.

7. Notice that the palatalization triggered in the stems originally containing /t/ and still visible in the form [t̪aCV] has practically disappeared in Colloquial Standard Bulgarian (Jettev's personal communication), removing the last segmental remnant of the original phoneme.

8. In this sense, they become "syntactified", cf. Zwicky (1987: 225): "Syntactification is the counterpart above the level of the word of the familiar phenomenon of morphologization below the level of the word".


10. For a (traditional) explanation of the modern situation, cf. Morris-Jones (1931: 195): "Originally, of course, the case of the noun had nothing to do with its initial mutation; for mutation depends not upon the end of the word mutated, but on the general characteristic in Brythonic of the ending of the preceding word. Thus the mutation of the noun depended wholly upon the form of the verb. The development of the modern rule is in outline as follows: The 3rd pers. sing. was differentiated from the other persons by the fact that it could be followed by subjects and objects, while the others could be followed by objects only. Now, it appears that the 3rd pers. sing. generally ended in a consonant in Brythonic as in Latin, except in the imperfect tense; hence in Medieval Welsh both subject and object after the 3rd sing. have the radical [un]limited consonant, LG] with a large proportion of the soft [limited consonant, LG] after imperfect. The other persons mostly ended in vowels, thus carad ('I sing') represents *carad; hence the soft came to be associated with the object. Thus a new basis of mutation was unaccountably evolved; exceptions were gradually done away with, and the radical became the sign of the subject, the soft of the object." For another interpretation of the Welsh mutation, cf. King (1993: 22-3), criticized however by Alan R. King on the Linguist List 7.1046.


12. However, my opinion is that there are still many possible cases to be found: for example, an early phonological rule that has assumed a grammatical content, which makes reference to the domain of the sentence, e.g. becoming an interrogative marker.
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